A (TBD)
SHAKESPEARE
PROJECT
BOOTWORKS THEATRE: THE BLACK BOX

BOOTWORKS &
SHAKESPEARE

A BLACK BOX ADAPTATION

Following a rich and long history of Black Box
performances adapting and parodying classic
Literature, Theatre, and Film genres, Bootworks
turn their attention to Shakespeare and the
Elizabethan Theatre, and present a 5-10 minute
adaptation of a yet-to-be-decided Shakespeare
play, involving mask, puppetry, animation, and
live action.
Audiences of one-at-a-time step inside the Black
Box and view the show through three shuttered
apertures. Inside of the Black Box structure,
audiences see a condensed, ‘ ilmic’ adaptation of
Shakespeare’s play: complete with authentic
stage e ects and varying - integrated - styles,
scales and forms.
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Like a ilm, the action can cut, fade, pan, tilt,
zoom and split 'screen’ action, making for a
visually striking, fast-moving, rendition of the
play.

The show exploits Elizabethan Theatre
conventions and technologies, such as authentic
period costuming, melodramatic acting styles,
and the use of title boards, asides, lame-lighting,
curtain closing (to signify scene-change) and
other key devices, blended with more modern
technologies such as video projection, digital
sound and (music, e ects and narration).
Similar to a masque show, there will be careful
attention drawn to the performance of the play
from the ‘outside’ point of view: a highly
complex, choreographic form where passers-by
will see a group of performers, shifting from
point to point, moving through the scenes and
constructing the images.
The choreography will also involve the
performers moving set, props, and other objects
to continually create di erent architectural
arrangements. Whilst passers-by might not get a
sense of what is being performed (for that, one
has to step inside and watch the show ‘proper’),
the ‘outside’ performance will be highly visual
and physically dynamic in its own right.

Sketch of show inside - highly
visual, cinematic layering
masked/unmasked
performers, puppets, and
projected/animated
backgrounds
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Sketch of show from outside smoke, ire lanterns, costume,
globe box

Between 1999 when we started out, there have been 6
versions of The Black Box structure, and 11 shows (not
counting numerous one-o projects and o -shoots).
Over 20,000 people have seen The Black Box from the
inside alone, and many-thousands more have
encountered in from the outside (especially in outdoor
arts contexts).
In 2009 The Black Box won a Total Theatre Award for
Innovation and was part of the British Council Showcase.
It has toured internationally since with 3 shows.
The Black Box was initially built for the Outdoor Arts
sector as a street theatre installation and has played at
festivals and carnivals around the world.

THE BLACK BOX
To this market it o ers an immersive, niche and highly
engaging theatrical experience. It presented an
accessible and unique kind of work that sat more
comfortably in style within the realms of “indoor”
theatre and TV and ilm.
It initially explored and adapted ilmic texts and
vocabularies, and often resulted in movie/genre
parodies and pastiche, but we have also adapted
storybooks and sequential art.
The original structure was conceived and built by Jo
Chafer, who started Bootworks, and was rooted in
object and puppet theatre traditions (and his work with
Trestle Theatre, previously).
Mask, object theatre and puppetry, like that of Phillipe
Genty, continues to inspire us and our work, and over
the years we have incorporated and experimented with
other mediums and approaches, like ilmic vocabularies
and animation.

"A GREAT, INGENIOUS, JOYFUL SPREE
INTO BEING INSIDE A FILM. ONLY
THEATRE COULD DO THIS!."
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(JUDE KELLY OBE)

The Black Box and COVID-19
As an audience-of-one format, The Black Box is
already physically-distanced and safe. The
audience is well-shielded, and the box structure
can be disinfected between each show.
A new Black Box structure will be built, stressing
these issues as a priority in design and
construction, alongside the safety of the
performers and accessibility needs.

LIST OF WORKS
(1999-2013)
"Big Bang to Big Crash" (1999),
A Life in a Day (2000),
La Voyage Dans La Lune (2001),
War of The Box (2003),
The BoxTrix (2004),
GUMS (2005),
The Time Machine (2006),
Une Boite Andalouse (2006),
The Good, the Bad, and the Box (2007),
Little Box of Horrors (2008),
The Incredible Book Eating Boy (2013)

“A REAL FIVE MINUTE WONDER. ONE OF
MY MOST ENJOYABLE FRINGE
EXPERIENCES.”
(LYN GARDNER, THE GUARDIAN)

MACBETH?
TEMPEST? LEAR?
MIDSUMMER’S?
BY WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE
We’re yet to decide which text to adapt, but will
try out options and possibilities in a series of R&D
intensives.

LAMB’S TALES

SHAKESPEARE FOR CHILDREN

Using the famous Lambs Tales, an 18th Century
adaptation of Shakespeare’s classic stories for
children by Mary and Charles Lamb, which
features beautiful illustrations from Arthur
Rackham.
The Lambs Tales o er already-condensed
versions of the (usually epic) narratives, and
become the perfect starting point to stimulate
our own adaptation.
Our will begin as a non-verbal adaptation. We are
interested in the visual experience most of all,
and want to create an adaptation that can tour
widely (and internationally).
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We will de initely explore the possibility of
narration and speech too. For Mary and Charles
lamb (not least Shakespeare himself!) the
language and meter were important and we
shouldn’t lose sight of that special quality and
context.

ARTHUR
RACKHAM AND
CHARLES DULAC
VISUAL STORYTELLING
As well as the beautiful work from
Rackham in Lamb’s Tales, original
versions of the play (reprinted in
the 19th century) have illustrations
by Edmund Dulac too.
Both aesthetic styles lend beautiful
design and animation inspiration.
The ornate illustration style not
exclusive to Rachham or Dulac…
(Aubrey Beardsley is another
reference point, so too is Averil
Burleigh, Chris Riddell, and George
Barbier) but we look to them to
provide aesthetic guidance and
style. Using Edwardian
technologies to incorporate this
artwork, perhaps even animate it
and interact with it.

ILLUSTRATION,
ANIMATION, AND LIVE
PERFORMANCE
We de initely want to work with an animator in
collaboration.
Their illustrations of characters, and scenes, will
be projected and animated, interacting with live
actors.
The characters and costumes also designed by
them.
Extending ideas explored in The Incredible Book
Eating Boy, and Frank Feelbad, integrating live
animation into the form alongside new (and old)
devices.
OHP tech’,‘visualiser’ projection (e.g. Paper
Cinema), projected light/video(?) Magic Lantern
and shadow puppetry? Blend of new-tech and
Elizabethan theatre devices?
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Masked and unmasked performers, various scale/
size puppetry, illustration and animation, all
interwoven and employed to exploit scale, and
perspective.

THE GLOBE

A NEW BLACK BOX DESIGN

Ideally this project is developed in collaboration
with a designer (to design and construct a new
Box structure and 'set') with a design aesthetic
that ‘disguises’ and adapts new technologies (like
video projection) to stay in-keeping with
Elizabethan Theatre devices and techniques.
The (outside of) the Box looks like a mini
Globe Theatre: in which audiences step
inside to watch the play.
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Similar to a masque show, there will be
careful attention drawn to the
performance of the play from the
‘outside’ point of view: a highly
complex, visual, choreographic form
where passers-by will see a group of
performers, shifting from point to point,
moving through the scenes and
constructing the images. The
choreography will also involve the
performers moving set, props, and other
objects to continually create di erent

architectural arrangements. Whilst these passers-by might not
get a sense of what is being performed (for that, one has to step
inside and watch the show ‘proper’), the ‘outside’ performance
will be highly visual and physically dynamic in its own right.

BOOTWORKS
THEATRE, AND OTHER STUFF

Bootworks Theatre is James Baker, Robert Daniels, and
Andy Roberts. We make a wide range of work including
devised performance, outdoor arts, live art, publications,
and collaborative projects for young people.
Our work is always driven by artistic curiosity; by a desire
to explore new forms and through them to meet
audiences in new ways. We make projects that are funny,
strange, occasionally scary, and frequently informed by
stories and images from popular culture that are familiar
to all of us. We have made shows inspired by everything
from pop music videos, arthouse cinema, children’s
books, astronaut training, and blockbuster movies.
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We place great importance in making sure our work is
accessible. To us this means both making sure that
people can physically access our work by presenting it in
the broadest range of possible contexts and locations,
and also ensuring the work speaks in a theatrical
language that is welcoming and accessible; a language
that is not just for the initiated. This has meant that over

the last two decades our work has, by our estimate, been
seen by over half a million people.
We deliver between four and ive creative projects per
year, accessing varying audiences and sectors. Our
artistic direction is based on a mixed set of individual
interests and specialisms, which means our work is quite
varied and diverse in its style, form and theme. We enjoy
making work that embraces interaction, participation and
audience engagement, and explore radical ways to
engage and make shared theatrical experiences.
As a collective, we have three award nominations and one
win for innovation and experimentation, from Total
Theatre.
Bootworks are funded by Arts Council England through
Grants for the Arts. Our work is also pro iled on XTrax,
Without Walls, British Council, House, and Creatives
Across Sussex.

“A REAL FIVE MINUTE WONDER. ONE OF MY
MOST ENJOYABLE FRINGE EXPERIENCES.”
(LYN GARDNER, THE GUARDIAN)

WRAPAROUND
ACTIVITY
WORKSHOPS USING THE BLACK BOX
Alongside our adaptation, you can have your go
at staging and playing with Shakespeare’s work
and devising with our Black Box format.
Participants work with the Bootworks team,
developing physical theatre techniques,
animation skills, and use AV media to create their
own short adaptations of Shakespeare plays.
Additional (auxiliary and ancillary) resources will
be created, including a book on the Black Box
format, and material that increases engagement
and accessibility.

GET IN TOUCH
EMAIL US…
INFO@BOOTWORKSTHEATRE.CO.UK

FOLLOW US…
TWITTER: @BOOTWORKS
FACEBOOK: /BOOTWORKS
INSTAGRAM: @BOOTWORKSTHEATRE

THOUGHTS & IDEAS
BOOTWORKS, THE BLACK BOX, AND
SHAKESPEARE
Decide possible text…

• ...2 collaborators (sound/music and animation/
technician)
• Documenter ( ilm/broadcast)
• ...a Carpenter/designer (to make new 'Globe' Box)
• ...5 people min’ (4 performers playing all characters, and
1 stringpuller)

...An adaptation of ??????
(Need R&D to workshop texts and decide)
Ideal format:
New 'Globe' Black Box structure
Indoor and outdoor (a static installation)
Incorporate Elizabethan theatre devices and e ects
Costume heavy: visually stimulating and cinematic

•
•
•
•

Continuing developments from IBEB/Frank…’…
Live action with (Lo-Fi) Animation:
Use of puppetry, mask, models (multi-scale characters
and objects)
Image-then-story led, with narration and soundtrack

•
•
•

Which needs…

• ...4 weeks devising (absolute minimum): consisting of 2
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weeks making and prep, and 2 weeks rehearsing,
re ining, and bedding-in.

To also consider…

• Audience of more-than-one? A “royal box” set up inside?
• The Black Box is one-at-a-time...is it "The Black Box" if
we change its format?
• Projected triptych above the box?
• Online (‘zoom’) version of triptych screens
• 10 minutes? NON-VERBAL?
• Can it be fully digested in 10 minutes?
• Does duration challenge capacity?
• How to maximise reach ( ilm it properly, online
platforming?)
• building a wider audience, educational tool, merch'?
• Work "as directors with (a YPT?) group", or "as a
company"?
• Not 'devise with' but 'devise for', in that we take time
•
•

to devise and make, then 'teach' a group (in An invited
company, or recruited team) how to do it.
Franchise possibilities, or tour it with a Bootworks crew?
and/or - how can we 'keep' it for Bootworks to tour (too)?

Links…
Guardian Article on The Lambs Tales: https://
amp.theguardian.com/books/2017/jun/26/tales-fromshakespeare-charles-and-mary-lamb-100-best-non- ictionbooks
Paper Cinema’s Macbeth https://vimeo.com/257420274
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Our YouTube Channel: https://www.youtube.com/user/
Bootworks/videos

BUDGET & KEY
COSTS
Things to consider in terms of expenditure…
…wheelchair access (ramp/raised platform too)
…Stage management team on the road?
Quick to assemble. Solid/sturdy all-weather. Light
and easily moveable.

Artistic Expenditure
3 x AD @ 450pw x 4 weeks

£5,400.00

5 x performers @350pw x 4 weeks

£7,000.00

Designer (inc’ lighting and set) @350pw x 4 weeks

£1,400.00

Animator @350pw x 4 weeks

£1,400.00

Production Expenditure
Black Box (materials and construction) inc’ fee

£8,000.00

Lighting and AV control and equipment

£3,000.00

Costumes

£1,000.00

Set construction (material and labour)

£4,000.00

OUTDOOR ARTS contexts: SM and pre-rig install’
(covid-19 social distancing and access)
Storage
C-19 H&S measures (PPE, Disinfectant, additional audience req’s)

£31,200.00

